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If I had one more division like this First Marine Division I could win this war. General of the Armies Douglas McArthur in Korea

1 Oct 2010

Cpl. Hubert E. “HU” Campbell

On the morning of November 4, 1950 the First Marine
Division Reconnaissance Company, while attached to the 1st
Battalion, 7th Marines, was ordered to reconnoiter the North
Korean town of Sudong. The events of this morning would
find First Recon centered in the what would be the final chapter in the demise of a once respected element of the North Korean People’s Army arsenal.
Sudong-ni is located halfway between North Korea’s east
coast and a desolate area of mountainous terrain called the
Taebaek Plateau.
The lead Jeep in the Company’s reconnaissance patrol had
just cleared Sudong-ni and was continuing northward toward
Chinhung-ni when action described hereafter occurred.
The affidavit which comprises the van of this article was
published in “Red Blood, Purple Hearts” by Corporal Joe
Saluzzi, a decorated veteran of the Korean conflict. Joe mustered into eternity on 13 August 2008, leaving behind two editions of what will, undoubtedly, be considered the epitome of
records for Marine valor during the Korean War.
I was honored to meet Marine Gunnery Sergeant Gerald
Hanson at the 1st Marine Division reunion in Anaheim in
2009, after the publication of Elite—The First Reconnaissance
Company of the Korean War. I presented “Jerry”, as he preferred to be called, with my personal memorial copy of Elite
as a gift from the late Colonel Herbert Oxnam and a 1st Recon
Cover and patch which were made for 50’s era 1st Recon veterans.
The Gunny responded later by mailing me both editions of
Joe Saluzzi’s Red Blood, Purple Hearts along with a generous
collection of personal correspondence relating to his
(Hanson’s) service in Recon Company in Korea, including his
personal notebook as a Platoon Sergeant in the Company.
Hanson had carefully critiqued the book and had prepared
notes regarding major differences between accounts of historical incidents published in the book (many written by my hand)
and his personal, eye-witness, testimony regarding those incidents.

On May 28, 1989, thirty eight and one half years after the “Tank
Fight” at Sinhung-ni, General Alfred M. Gray Commandant of the
Marine Corps, awarded the SILVER STAR to Walter Cole.

Wannabee military history mavens are not strangers to embarrassment. I am no exception. The single most glaring embarrassment in writing for Elite is my treatment of the so-called
“Tank Fight” at Sinhung-ni which occurred on November 4,
1950 as the 1st Marine Division moved northward from Wonsan towards the Chosin Reservoir. There I repeated, as had
many before me (some, true historians), an inaccurate account
of an historical event…..the destruction of the last four tanks in
the previously feared 344th North Korean People’s Army Tank
Regiment……….which ceased to exist after the day’s encounter with 1st Recon.
During research for Chapter Five of Elite I consulted several sources including U. S. Marine Operations in Korea (the
official Marine Corps History), The New Breed by Andrew
Geer (published in 1952) and numerous other accounts that
were apparently derivative works from those sources. All
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available accounts before the publication of Red Blood, Purple
Hearts indicate that the destruction of the first tank destroyed
at Sinhung-ni on 4 November 1950 was due to the actions of
Lt. Donald Sharon, Staff Sergeant Richard Twohey and Corporal Walter McDermott. These three men were all awarded
the Silver Star medal in connection with the action on that day.
Research by Corporal Joe Saluzzi in preparation for Red
Blood, Purple Hearts uncovered evidence that an apparent injustice had been done to one of the members of the November
4 Recon Company point patrol at Sinhung-ni. Saluzzi set himself to the task of correcting the injustice.
The following affidavit, submitted by an active member of
the November 4 Recon point patrol and a principal player in
the destruction of the tank in question, is published here to set
the record straight and clear the wannabee’s conscience. It is
only one of several such sworn statements

Sworn Affidavit of:
McDERMOTT, JOSEPH E., Corporal, USMC
Reconnaissance Company, Headquarters Battalion,
November 4,1950
"After passing through Sudong on November 4, 1950,
Recon Company assumed the point for the 7th Marines. We
remounted our jeeps and proceeded on the road to Chinhung-ni
without incident. As we approached the village located on the
opposite bank of the stream, the 2nd Platoon in the lead dismounted and waded across, clearing the village from south to
north until the stream was again encountered. As we prepared
to re-cross, 5 to 7 NKP A troops were observed in the drainage
ditches along the road. The platoon opened fire flushing the
North Koreans from their positions, wounding several while
the rest disappeared up the road. The platoon reassembled on
the road after crossing the stream at various points and continued on foot with my fire team leading.
"The 7th Marines, in the interim, had moved Charlie Company across the stream in a screening maneuver to our left rear.
The Valley had narrowed as we entered the Funchilin Pass and
the high ground to our left caused some concern.
"Approximately 150 yards from the Samgo railroad station,
the enemy were again spotted in firing positions in and around
the railroad buildings and tracks. My fire team commenced
firing and the remainder of the squad was moved up in support.
The firefight was brief and, as before, the enemy went to the
ground and pulled out.
"The fire team continued to move up the road, anticipating
additional skirmishes and possible organized resistance. Passing a bend thirty yards further, I noticed a lone and incongruous stack of brush and hay in a clearing to our right, fifty yards
from the road. We knew tanks were in the area. Halting of the
point brought our platoon leader, Lt. Donald Sharon, up forward. He saw why we had stopped and reminded me that the
weak turret periscope of a T-34 tank made it vulnerable to a
grenade attack.

"Taking Private First Class Walter Cole with me, we
strode over the rock-strewn field towards the stack, approaching to about 20 yards of it where enough detail could be discerned to confirm that the stack did indeed conceal a tank.
While Cole signaled Lt. Sharon, I continued on to what appeared to be the rear of the tank and mounted it. Clearing
away the brush and exposing the turret, I struck down the periscope with my rifle butt, forcing it to fall inward. I looked
down into the aperture created and almost permanently regretted this mental lapse as a burst of automatic fire brushed by
my face and head. I pulled the pin from a grenade, allowing
the spoon to clear, and dropped it into the opening. The muffled explosion sent a blast of hot air through the aperture. Cole
yelled that we were taking fire from the slope to the east. I had
barely looked up, spotting a figure on his haunches about 60
feet up the slope holding a burp gun, when the tank's engines
came alive and immediately began to move. Hanging on to the
turret with one hand and trying to unclip a second grenade
from my belt proved impossible on the lurching tank. I jumped
off, and hearing the snap and whine of small arms fire around
me, I scurried on hands and knees to a boulder where Cole
was now crouched behind. I was minus my rifle and grenade!
The tank continued a short distance and turned, coming back
to near its original position and stopping almost in front of us
in the lee of the slope. Cole and I immediately climbed up on
it. While I searched the structure of the tank for my rifle, Cole
dropped a second grenade down the periscope opening. Another muffled detonation and the tank lurched forward and
stopped. The engine ticked over rhythmically, roared once,
and then died.
"Jumping down and racing for the road, we realized the
platoon had been busy. Other tanks were discovered or had
revealed themselves. The recoilless weapons were being
brought into action, prisoners were being collected and
searched, sporadic small arms fire came from our front and
from the high ground to the east. Privates First Class A.J. Kennedy and Martin P. Nelson, our jeep driver and B.A.R. man
respectively, stumbled onto another tank which had been overlooked during the brisk and moving Fire fight at the Samgo
station. This came about as a result of having taken cover behind a stack of brush and tree branches when the first tank was
discovered and immediately saw the 85mm gun of the T-34.
Reversing their direction with some alacrity, they alerted the
bazooka and recoilless gun section of the regiment.
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"While I was collecting my fire team and looking for the
remainder of the squad, after the F4U Corsairs completed the
destruction of the other tanks, I observed Staff Sergeant Richard B. Twohey climbing on the tank Cole and I had put out of
action. Thinking that he was attempting to open the turret
hatch and since my attention had been drawn elsewhere, I didn't bother to see what he was really up to.
"Sometime later I was informed by my company commander, First Lieutenant Ralph B. Crossman, that I had been
recommended for the NAVY CROSS. Prior to the decoration
ceremony I discovered the award was to be a SILVER STAR.
Disappointment was not as dominant as the adverse emotion I
experienced when I learned that Sgt Twohey was also to receive the SILVER STAR for the same action, instead of the
only other Marine involved in neutralizing that initial tank,
WALTER COLE! It makes one question the manner in which
the degree or level of an award is determined, how an individual can be ignored for a valorous action and how another individual can taint the fruit of gallantry."
End McDermott Affidavit

With the assistance of the author's [Saluzzi’s] research
material and after almost three years of letter writing to the
Navy Department and Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, by
Walter Cole, Paul Martin, Joe McDermott, and other witnesses
from Recon Company, and also the final affidavit from Lt.
Col. Donald Sharon, USMC (ret), who was the platoon leader
at the time (he also received the SILVER STAR for that action
of which he was no part , the SILVER STAR was rightfully
awarded to Walter Cole. The presentation was made by the
Commandant of the Marine Corps, General Alfred M. Gray,
on May 28, 1989, at a gala ceremony in Point Pleasant, New
Jersey. The recognition of Walter Cole's participation in the
tank fight has proven that there were only TWO Marines on
the tank. Lt. Sharon and Staff Sergeant Twohey DID NOT
participate in the disabling of the T-34 tank as many Korean
War history books have indicated. Both citations remain in
their record books.

The fact that even official records and histories contain glaring errors
or misstatements reminds me of a statement once made by Lt. General
Lewis B. “Chesty” Puller in a conversation with the famous Civil War
Historian, biographer of Lee and Washington, Douglas Southall Freeman.
Freeman told Puller that a true history of a war could not be written for at
least eighty-five years Afterward. Puller asked Freeman “where would
you go to find out the truth about the war in Korea, eighty-five years from
now?” Freeman replied: “Why, to the archives of the United States—to
the official records.”
Burke Davis, in his biography of Puller, Marine, records Puller’s reply
as: “That’s exactly where you’d never find the truth, Doctor, The truth
about battle, by its very nature, can’t get into the records—and the truth
about Korea has yet to come out anywhere”.
And, so, wannabee history mavens like myself slide down a slippery
slope in their quest.
Duty done !

DO YOU WONDER WHY THAT RIFLE
IS HANGING IN MY DEN?
YOU KNOW I RARELY TAKE IT DOWN
BUT I TOUCH IT NOW AND THEN.
IT’S RATHER SLOW AND HEAVY
BY STANDARDS OF TODAY
BUT NOT TOO MANY YEARS AGO
IT SWEPT THE REST AWAY.
IT’S HELD ITS OWN IN BATTLES
THROUGH SNOW, OR RAIN, OR SUN
AND I HAD ONE JUST LIKE IT,
THIS TREASURED OLD M-1.
IT WENT ASHORE AT BOUGAINVILLE
IN NINETEEN FORTY-THREE.
IT STORMED THE BEACH AT TARAWA
THROUGH A BULLET-RIDDLED SEA.
SAIPAN KNEW ITS STRIDENT BARK,
KWAJELEIN, ITS STING.
THE ROCKY CAVES OF PELELIU
RESOUNDED WITH ITS RING.
IT CLIMBED THE HILL ON IWO
WITH MEN WHO WOULDN’T STOP
AND LEFT OUR NATION’S BANNER
FLYING ON THE TOP.
IT POKED ITS NOSE IN PUSAN,
SCREAMED AN ANGRY ROAR
AND TOOK THE FIRST DIVISION
FROM CHOSIN RESERVOIR.
WELL, TIME MOVES ON
AND THINGS IMPROVE
WITH RIFLES AND WITH MEN,
AND THAT IS WHY THE TWO OF US
ARE SITTING IN MY DEN.
BUT SOMETIMES ON A WINTER NIGHT,
WHILE THINKING OF MY CORPS,
I KNOW THAT IF THE BUGLE BLEW
WE’D BE A TEAM ONCE MORE.

HU
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R.A.Gannon
Sergeant of Marines

This photograph was cropped from the graduation shot of
Item Company in April of 1955. It clearly shows the youthful faces of Everette M. (“Buzz”) Penland and Hubert E.
(“HU”) Campbell after the final field problem of the Infantry
Training Course. We had not slept for two days and were
jaded. We two were not acquainted during the training.
It was almost fifty years later that I noticed “Buzz” in the
photo. It was published in an earlier edition of Reflections.
We both ended up in the 1st Recon Company…...me almost
immediately…..and Buzz after attending Radio School. We
served together to the end of the Company in April of 1957
and both made the cut into the Charlie Company 1st Recon
Battalion Cadre. I left in November of 1957. Buzz remained with Charlie Company (nascent) and was meritoriously promoted to Sergeant. He served as Company Communications Chief under Captain John Slagle after the Battalion stood up in May of 1958.
Buzz attended the Denver Reunion with his son in 2008
and then the Nashville Reunion with his wife.
We have lost touch with Buzz and hunger to hear from
him.
Buzz…...This is Elongate Charlie 3…...radio check..over.
HU

Campbell 2008

This device is the oldest military insignia in
continuous use in the United States. It first
appeared, as shown here, on Marine Corps
buttons adopted in 1804.
With the stars changed to five points, this
device has continued on Marine buttons to
the present day.

Penland 2008
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Ganjigal wasn't about one warrior. Inside that village on
the Pakistan border, the defining values of America —
individual initiative, comradeship, valor and determination
to prevail despite any odds—were on display.
WALL STREET JOURNAL SEPTEMBER 15, 2011
By BING WEST
President Obama will today award the Medal of Honor to Marine
Cpl. Dakota Meyer. In attendance will be a handful of soldiers
and Marines who, one day in September 2009, were abandoned by their chain of command and relied on their own initiative to dislodge a fierce enemy. Their battle has entered military
folklore and resulted not only in today's Medal of Honor but in
two Navy Crosses, two investigations for dereliction of duty,
three letters of severe reprimand, and a recommendation for a
second Medal of Honor.
The setting was the remote Afghan village of Ganjigal, on the
Pakistan border, where elders had requested aid in repairing a
mosque. Hoping to win hearts and minds, a U.S.-trained Afghan
battalion agreed to help. At dawn, about 100 Afghan soldiers
and a dozen U.S. Marine advisers entered the valley where
Ganjigal is found, picking their way up a narrow, rocky wash
toward the stone houses dug into the far end.
It was a setup. Hidden inside the houses and along the wash
were 60 jihadists from Pakistan. The ambushers opened fire
with machine guns, mortars and rockets. Immediately the foot
patrol was pinned down and taking casualties.
Back at the valley's entrance, 21-year-old Cpl. Meyer listened to
radio calls for artillery fire that were refused by officers at higher
headquarters due to concern for endangering villagers. Cpl.
Meyer hopped into the gun turret of a Humvee and persuaded a
fellow adviser, Sgt. Juan Rodriguez-Chavez, to drive him
straight into the battle.
When the Humvee lurched into the wash, Cpl. Meyer saw the
bodies of roughly a dozen Afghan soldiers strewn across the
terrain, some dead and others crying. With bullets striking his
truck, he leaped out, stuffed five wounded Afghans inside, and
then hopped back up behind the machine gun and hammered
away as the pulverized vehicle crawled out of the wash.
Leaving the wounded in the rear, Cpl. Meyer and Sgt. Rodriguez-Chavez swapped Humvees. This time the enemy was
waiting in a dry streambed. Rocket-propelled grenades and
machine-gun bullets followed Cpl. Meyer as he repeatedly left
his armored turret to load the truck with wounded Afghan soldiers. At one point, he shot a tall man with a black beard. When
another leapt forward under the barrel of his machine gun, Cpl.
Meyer grabbed his M4 rifle and shot him in the head.
"You'll have to kill me," he shouted in the rage of battle (he had
expected to be killed, he told me a few days later at his outpost
in Afghanistan), "because that's the only way you'll stop me."

Marine Cpl. Dakota Meyer - Associated Press
When Cpl. Meyer and Sgt. Rodriguez-Chavez again dropped
off the wounded in the rear, they bumped into a backup American platoon in armored vehicles. The platoon refused to join
them, so they went back in for a third time with no backup, driving into a torrent of automatic-weapons fire so a group of
trapped American advisers could escape. Cpl. Meyer watched
women and children darting among the houses, carrying ammunition to the jihadists.
Cpl. Meyer, a qualified sniper, was hit in the right elbow but
continued to shoot left-handed until the feeling returned to his
right hand. Over the radio, he listened to Capt. Will Swenson,
an Army adviser who remained in the valley to fight, calling
repeatedly for artillery fire, only to be rebuffed by headquarters.
Pulling back out, Cpl. Meyer took count. Four advisers were
still missing. So he gathered those still willing to risk death. In
addition to Sgt. Rodriguez-Chavez and Capt. Swenson, an
Afghan interpreter and Lt. Ademola Fabayo, another adviser,
climbed into the truck with Cpl. Meyer. An Army pilot in a tiny
Kiowa helicopter, flying 10 feet above the ground, protected the
Humvee from the rear. They drove back into the cauldron a
fourth time. After seven hours of fighting, Cpl. Meyer found his
four missing comrades, dead. At about the same time, the jihadists had collected their casualties and were trekking back
into Pakistan.
Over the following months, two investigations resulted in three
letters of reprimand for the unit commanders' failure to provide
fire support. Bitterness about the battle and its aftermath lingered among the families of the five dead Americans. While Lt.
Fabayo and Sgt. Rodriguez-Chavez received the Navy Cross
from the Marine Corps, Capt. Swenson quietly resigned from
the Army with no recognition for his valor.
Cpl. Meyer protested against that oversight. Last month, Gen.
John R. Allen, the new commander in Afghanistan, re-opened
the record of that tumultuous day in Ganjigal.
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Given the four-star general's personal interest, sworn statements attesting to Capt. Swenson's valor were quickly found.
Gen. Allen has since forwarded a Medal of Honor recommendation, saying it was the right thing to do despite a lapse of two
years
As for Dakota Meyer, his Medal of Honor citation speaks for
itself. Ignoring withering fire, he had carried 12 wounded Afghans to safety and covered the withdrawal of 24 other Americans and Afghans. He had killed at least eight enemy fighters.
He would not be refused in battle.

HEADQUARTERS
1st Marine Aircraft Wing, FMF
c/o Fleet Post Office, San Francisco
16 October 1954
MEMORANDUM
From: Chief of Staff, 1st Marine Aircraft Wing
To: Chief of Staff, 1st Marine Division
Subj : Operation HORSE SHIFT
Ref: (a) CG, 1stMarDiv Memo of 12Oct54
(b) CG, 1stMAW disp 130745 2Oct54
(c) MarCorps GO No. 111
Your request contained in reference (a) has been approved as indicated by
reference (b). Certain personnel, logistical and medical details related to subject operation may have been overlooked by members of your staff and are
cited for your action:
a. Reference (a) failed to specify the sex of the passenger. It should
be remembered that regulations require
that female passengers in Naval aircraft must be suitably clothed in
a trouser type uniform. Male passengers must be in the uniform of the day
(ribbons optional). All passengers must wear dog tags and must be sober.
b. In-flight box lunches are not furnished for passengers by this
command. Present rations (Army common) do not include food fit for a horse.
Recommend advice be obtained from the Army's First Cavalry Division.
c. Although the responsibility for loading has been assumed by your
headquarters, certain in-flight unloading problems must be anticipated. Responsibility for solution of these problems must naturally be assumed by you.
A HORSE SHIFT Liaison Officer (hereafter referred to as DUNG-HO) is
recommended.
d. Close coordination between the pilot and DUNG-HO is required
in this matter. Provisions must also be made for inspection by the Neutral
Nations Inspection Team on return to Korea.
e. Medical regulations require that passengers returning to CONUS
must be dewormed and de-malariaized prior to departure. Compliance is requested in subject case.
f. Passengers riding in the R4Q aircraft are required to don parachute harnesses prior to flight. This promises to be a difficult ask, but the ingenuity of your staff is being counted on to find a solution.
2. It is noted that paragraph 2 of reference (a) makes mention of precautions to
insure safety of the animal in flight.

Men do not suddenly acquire unshakable determination to face
almost certain death. At the age of four, young Dakota wanted
to drive the old tractor on the family farm in Kentucky. His father told him he had to be old enough to turn the hand crank.
An hour later, the tractor roared to life—Dakota had repeatedly
jumped from the tractor hood onto the crank until it turned over.
When he was five, he solemnly assured his grandmother that
he would guard her against robbers. A rugged athlete in high
school, he also tutored autistic students. He volunteered for
Afghanistan as his second combat tour and risked death to
rescue Afghans as well as Americans.
Cpl. Meyer set the example, but he could not have succeeded
alone. Others of like mind joined him. Their shared tenacity
wasn't rooted solely in fighting for their fellow squad members.
In fact, the core group at the end of the fight didn't know each
other that well. Capt. Swenson had only a passing acquaintance with Cpl. Meyer, while Lt. Fabayo and Sgt. RodriquezChavez lived at a different base.
Today's ceremony should be a source of pride for all Americans, because Ganjigal wasn't about one warrior. Inside that
village on the Pakistan border, the defining values of America
—individual initiative, comradeship, valor and determination to
prevail despite any odds—were on display.
Mr. West, a Marine infantryman in Vietnam, reports regularly from
the battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan.

Reflections kudus to Lt. Col. Charlie Kershaw for forwarding the inspiring story of Cpl, Meyer’s dedication to comrades
and Corps.
HU

While the sympathies of this command are solidly with Reckless, it must be
remembered that the pilot will also be interested in maintaining the structural
integrity of his aircraft. Therefore a horse adrift will be viewed with disfavor,
and in case of unforeseen events he (or she) must be warned to stand clear of
the pilots' compartment.
(Signed)
E. A. MONTGOMERY
Chief of Staff

We all know that Reckless was not flown to the US by the
1st MAW……..but that she arrived aboard a ship on 10 November 1954. Nevertheless the document was an authentic
piece of Marine humor when plans were being made for her
trip.
HU
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I would guess that if you are a Marine (or a worthy
Squid) then you must possess that superior spirit of brotherhood that sets Marines and Corpsmen apart from all the other classes of mankind. But……….If you are not a Bodfish
Marine or Corpsman then you are suspect. At least 10 per
cent of all Marines miss out on the good things in
life……….at least that 10 don’t get the word……..and are
deprived of the complete skinny to set them on the road to
true fellowship and brotherhood. The word has been
passed……and 90 per cent got it 5 by 5…..did you have
your ears on?.......or were you watching football or playing
happy grabass?***
H. Campbell Photo—2011

This marvelous replica of the Marine Memorial at Arlington
is located at the junction of the Jeff Davis Highway and
Fuller Road near the entrance to MCB Quantico in Triangle,
Virginia.

Do yourself a really big favor and ask any Marine you
know if he is a Bodfish Marine……..chances are he will set
you on the straight and narrow path to Marine brotherhood
and fellowship…………BUT……if he, too, is one of the 10
percent…….then make an appointment with him to sit down
and Google http://www.1stmarinedivisionassociationla.org/bodfish.asp
Let the discovery begin!

GET SOME !
THIS PIECE OF SHAMELESS BODFISH PROPOGANDA IS NOT SANCTIONED BY, NOR
HAS IT BEEN APPROVED BY, THE BODFISH CHAPTER OF THE 1ST MARINE DIVISION
ASSOCIATION OR ANY AGENCY CONNECTED WITH THE ASSOCIATION. WHAT YOU
HAVE HERE IS A SPURIOUS ATTEMPT TO INSPIRE BROTHERS TO GREATER BROTHERHOOD AND FELLOWSHIP.

Semper Fidelis:
Bodfish Forever !

HU

(*** happy grabass = Any activity not ordered or approved by the Gunny)

Calvin Eden …. after hard liberty?
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Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus presented the Navy
Cross to 1st Recon’s Gunnery Sgt. Brian M. Blonder
during a ceremony at the Marine Corps War Memorial in
Arlington, Va., May 10, 2011. He has now received the
Gunnery Sergeant John Basilone award for Courage and
Commitment at Camp Pendleton.

Wounded by a roadside bomb in Afghanistan, Gunnery
Sgt. Brian M. Blonder still managed to lead his platoon through
a series of ambushes, killing 19 enemy fighters and destroying
a major explosives manufacturing plant. That October 2008
demonstration of fortitude under fire is just one reason the
Camp Pendleton Marine is this year's recipient of the Gunnery
Sgt. John Basilone Award for Courage and Commitment.
Blonder, 30, received the award and an accompanying
$1,000 scholarship Tuesday during a ceremony atop a grassy
knoll near the base airstrip.
He and seven other Force Reconnaissance Company Marines he had selected were supposed to parachute from 10,000
feet in a demonstration before the ceremony, but persistent low
clouds prevented what would have been the unassuming Florida native's 269th jump.
The award was presented by 1st Marine Division Maj. Gen.
Richard Mills, who departs the base on Saturday to assume
command of Marine Corps forces on the ground in Afghanistan.
Mills said Blonder's selection as the top enlisted Marine
among 183,000 others recognizes the veteran of four combat
tours as the epitome of today's service member.
"I'm standing next to a Marine hero," Mills said of Blonder.
"He's done everything we ask our Marines to do, and he has
always been out in front leading his men. No one deserves it
more than Gunny Blonder."
Blonder joined the Marine Corps in 1997 shortly after graduating from high school. He said he wanted to serve his country.
"The Marine Corps just seemed to be the best," he said.
"They had the best-looking uniforms, the best reputation, and if
you wanted to fight, the Marines were the ones to join."
The Basilone award recognizes the storied service of Gunnery Sgt. John Basilone, a Marine who received the Medal of
Honor for bravery during the World War II fight for the South
Pacific island of Guadalcanal. He was the only enlisted Marine
in World War II to receive the Medal of Honor and the Navy
Cross.
Blonder served three combat tours in Iraq before being
shipped to Afghanistan on 10 days' notice in 2008. He and his
reconnaissance Marines were in multiple firefights. He now
shares those experiences with junior Marines as head of the 1st
Reconnaissance Battalion, 3rd Platoon.
Besides all his knowledge of insurgent tactics and how to
respond in combat, Blonder also shared his knowledge of the
differences between the two countries where American troops
remain at war.
The differences are stark, he said. "The people are different,
the culture is different, the languages are different and the climate is challenging," he said in reference

Marine Maj. Gen. Richard Mills presents the seventh annual
Gunnery Sgt. John Basilone Award for Courage and Commitment
to Gunnery Sgt. Brian M. Blonder at Camp Pendleton
(Photo by Jamie Scott Lytle - Staff photographer)

to Afghanistan, where the daytime temperatures in
many areas are already near 100 degrees. "But the
greatest challenge in Afghanistan is how vast the country is and how different it is from one spot to the next,
both in language and custom.
"That's the hardest thing to adapt to when you move
from one area of the country to another."
Moving is in Blonder's near future. While the platoon he leads will leave for Afghanistan later this
year, he won't be going with it. Instead, he leaves
Camp Pendleton in a couple of months for the Pentagon, where he will work in the Marine Corps' plans and
operations office.
PLEASE NOTE THE DATE !
North Country Times—March 30, 2010

GET SOME !
Your time in grade for
Promotion could
be reduced
By fifty per-cent if you send
something to publish In
RECON REFLECTIONS
Send to
scoutr831@ameritech.net
Be gullible and naïve and believe this
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Jimmy King, a Navajo instructor, translated the Marine Hymn into Navajo:

We have conquered our enemies
All over the world
On land and on sea
Everywhere we fight
True and loyal to our duty
We are know by that
United States Marines
To be one is a great thing.

Nin hokeh bi-kheh a-na-ih-la
Ta-al-tso-go na-he-seel-kai
Nih-bi-kah-gi do tah kah-gi
Ta-al-tso-go en-da-de-pah
Tsi-di-da-an-ne ne-tay-yah
Ay be nihe hozeen
Washindon be Akalh Bi-kosi-la
Ji-lengo ba-hozhon

Our flag waves
From dawn to setting sun.
We have fought every place
where we could take a gun
From northern lands
To southern tropic scenes,
We are known to be tireless
The United States Marines

Ni-he da-na-ah-taj ihla
Yel khol-go e-e-ah
Day-ne tal-al-tso go enta-she-jah
Tal-tso-go entas-se-pah
Ha-kaz dineh-ih be-hay-jah
Ado ta aokhek-ash-shen
Do ni-din-da-hi ol-yeh
Washindon be Akalh-bi Khos

... THE LAST VERSE IS SUNG LIKE A PRAYER ...
May we live in peace hereafter
We have conquered all our foes,
No force in the world we cannot conquer,
We know of no fear
If the Army and the Navy
Ever look on Heaven's scenes,

Hozo-go nay-yeltay to
A-na-oh bi-keh de-dlihn
Ni-hi-keh di-dlini ta-etin
Yeh-wol-ye hi-he a-din
Sila-go-tsoi do chah-lakai
Ya-ansh-go das dez e e

United States Marines will be

Washindon be Akalh-bi Kosi la
Hozo-g-kay-ha-tehn

there Living in peace.

The background photograph is the NAVAJO CODE TALKERS MEMORIAL at the Navajo Nation Tribal Park in Window Rock, Arizona
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This photo was pilfered from the 1st Recon Battalion Association website. It is a
nearly perfect representation of a platoon street at MCRD San Diego in the fifties
- replete with blooming ice plants. All the Quonset Huts that housed recruits in
that day were replaced with modern two story buildings decades ago.

HOW WELL DID YOU STACK UP
WHEN YOU HAD ONE OF THESE
TO HELP ? NOMENCLATURE IS
IMPORTANT HERE…….GET IT
RIGHT !
VEGETIUS: MILITARY INSTITUTIONS OF THE ROMANS

DISCLAIMER
Fine Print Follows
Any distinctions made regarding truthfulness or the lack thereof in this publication are made at the risk of the distinctor and are
not the responsibility of the distinctee who caused the distinction to be brought into question. Likewise, all photographs are
to be considered as images only. No reality is either claimed directly or implied indirectly, obtusely or on purpose. No model
releases have been asked for or obtained from anyone victimized digitally. All copyrighted material was copied
right. This publication claims no endorsement from any government agency, Pizza Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack
Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers of American Military Brandy, Toys-R-Us, Victoria’s Secret, Nabisco Fish Crackers,
Pepperidge Farms, the Pepsi-Cola Company, Gaylord Opryland Hotel, Bubba O’Malley’s Wild Irish Inn ‘ Boudro’s Texas
Bistro or Mickey Finn MCL at MCB Quantico.
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